
Tempest VentMaster™ Fire Rescue Saw has all the power and aggressiveness you demand,
yet all the safety and dependability you deserve. Built to meet the punishing demands of
fire/rescue service, our all-purpose saw is easy to start and use, with built-in simplicity and
safety that makes VentMaster™ the name trusted by so many of the world’s fire and rescue
professionals. 

A new Millennium chain Saw designed
tough for rescue ventilation and conventional
woodcutting. Fast and ferocious, nothing
stands in the way of this lightweight 71cc gas
engine powerhouse. Complete Kit contains;
Chain Saw with 16" bar and chain, diamond
plated aluminum saw case (partitioned to
securely hold saw and all accessory items),
safety gas can, hearing protector, goggles,
bar and chain oil, 2-cycle oil, gasoline 
stabilizer, bar and chain protector, equipment 
carrying sling and instructions. Ship. wt. 50 lbs. 

Fire Department Ventilation Chain Saw Kit
The TEAM Equipment -“Shark”
Advanced Features and Performance Result in 
a State-of-the-Art Unbeatable Chain Saw

VentMaster™ Saw

Exceptional power-to-weight ratio
Lightning acceleration and maximum raw power
First-class quality and durability
Highest standards of safety
Superb ergonomics

AR232 Complete Chain Saw Kit $12,184.95
AR233 Chain Saw Only $1,616.95

Give Stihl, Echo, Cutters Edge (Jonsered) or many other saws the performance advantage of a VentMaster™
Fire Rescue Saw! Each kit includes guide bar, chain, sprocket and depth gauge.

Ventmaster Upgrade Kits

High Alloy Guide Bar - Designed for “plunge cuts” and maximum carbide chain performance. The bar has a
precision-milled guide groove, hardened railsand totally integrated sealed nose bearings. Available in 16" and
20" lengths, slotted to accommodate KIS-40 Depth Gauge.

Adjustable Depth Gauge - The KIS-40 depth gauge provides maximum safety for roof ventilation, allowing
smoother, faster cuts without “rolling rafters” - rest the weight of the saw on the gauge, not the firefighter! It
can be installed, adjusted from 0" to 6" depth or removed in just seconds, and won’t trap debris or heat.

Husqvarna Power - New! 71 cc, 5.4 HP, 575XT 
X-Torque engine specially modified for extreme 
first responder operations

Easy Start/Positive Stop - Combined “On/Choke/
Throttle Lock/Positive/Off” switch eliminates flooding 
and allows fast, convenient, reliable starting

Smart Design - Best horsepower-to-weight ratio of 
its class! Exclusive Air- Injection, centrifugal force 
air cleaning system runs when other saws won’t

Safe and Simple - Tool-less KIS-40 Depth Gauge 
accurately controls depth of cut and safely speeds cuts.
Standard with duel-raker Raptor Carbide fire/rescue chain

BC064 16" VentMaster™ with Depth Gauge $1,864.95
BC065 20" VentMaster™ with Depth Gauge $1,948.95
AM115 Raptor Carbide Chain, 16" with .404 Pitch $193.95
AM116 Raptor Carbide Chain, 20" with .404 Pitch $228.95
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Cat# Description Available for These Saws Price
AS116 16" Guide Bar, .404/.063 Chain Stihl .046 and Larger $549.95
AS114 16" Guide Bar, .404/.063 Chain Husqvarna, Poulan, Jonsered, Echo QV8000 $549.95
AW173 20" Guide Bar, .404/.063 Chain Husqvarna, Poulan, Jonsered, Echo QV8000 $595.95
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